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REAL
VS.
FAKE
WHICH TREE IS GREENER?

real tree every year for 10 years,
how much fuel was used to transport that tree (and the air around it),
how much energy the local waste company uses for its disposal, and compare that
with the petroleum used to make the plastic tree, the fuel
used to ship it (in its flat box) from somewhere in Asia,
the gas you use shopping for it.
All of that calculating might yield a carbon footprint
— ah, but what about the health effects of chemicals used
to make the fake tree or grow the real tree? What about
water depletion for the real tree? What about the combustibility of fakes? What about the impact of either on
the U.S. economy, your wallet or your allergies?
Now, go ahead and do the right thing.
“Complicated indeed … just like every other daily
choice we make,” said Ferris Kuwar, vice president of
sustainability for the Green Media Group. “It’s like peeling back an onion. Every new issue leads to three more. It
just goes to show how far we have strayed from knowing
where our products come from. If everyone still walked

By Susan Fornoff
Chronicle Staff Writer

The question resembles the grocery store’s “paper or
plastic,” except that we won’t decorate our homes with
those bags. We certainly won’t admire them, plan parties
around them and cozy up to them for a whiff of their
fragrance.
The bags don’t stir up memories of our idyllic (or deprived) childhoods, make us nostalgic for shopping
sprees past or play any role in our shopping spirit. We’re
talking today about Christmas trees, tenderly cherished
holiday traditions in homes all across the globe for hundreds of years, and wondering if we’re doing more damage to the Earth by yanking a tree out of it every winter or
by erecting the same, questionably manufactured and
non-recyclable plastic-and-metal imitation for the next
10 winters.
If at first glance the choice seems like a no-brainer,
think again. Then ask your local tree retailer where those
real trees were shipped from, or how much petroleum
went into the plastic for those fake trees. Go ahead and try
to figure out how much gas you use shopping for your

1 Whether real tree or fake is your thing, here are
a few ideas on minimizing environmental impact. G4

No trees were
harmed in the

Greening the holidays with eco-friendly gifts

making of this
table, say its
creators. The
seats are
reclaimed and
recycled
redwood
stumps; the
table’s base is
eucalyptus
stumps; sheets
of redwood
bark partition
the space; and
a carpet of sod
covers the
floor.

By Anh-Minh Le

W

“We started with no wood, no
bark whatsoever,” said Lizette
Bruckstein, who collaborated with
Karen McMullen of Direct Designs Home for sponsors Judy and
Bill Timken on the most blatantly
earthy dining room.
They ended up with so much
wood and bark they had to post a

hile a white Christmas
might once have been
the ideal, these days
people are dreaming of a green
Christmas — one that minimizes
their impact on the environment.
Often overlooked among the
spectacular sales, the festive parties and spirit of the season are the
additional tons of waste produced
during the holidays. Yes, all those
packing peanuts and pretty ribbons do add up. The federal Environmental Protection Agency estimates that between Thanksgiving
and the new year, Americans create 25 percent more trash than
any other time of the year. But
there are plenty of ways to maintain the holiday cheer without further taxing the Earth.
Danny Seo, often referred to as
a green lifestyle guru, is “absolutely obsessed with LED holiday
string lights,” he said. “They are
super energy-efficient and don’t
get warm, so that makes them safer, too. I’ll string 10 of them together in one long string and
wrap them densely around a
grapevine wreath and hang it on
my front porch.”
LED holiday lights can be purchased at many places — from
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Table d’haute: Put your green on to party
By Susan Fornoff

“G

reen party” used to
mean
“well-intentioned loser” in political circles. Judging from Elle Decor’s recent Dining by Design
fundraiser, though, the green party
rocks for the 2007 holiday season.
We’re talking dinner parties, of
course, not political parties. And
we’re talking about table decor
that’s not necessarily the color
green, and in fact (read on for specifics of the Simon Pearce example) may not have any green-col-

Five sustainable presents

Special to The Chronicle
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Chronicle Staff Writer

1 REAL VS. FAKE: Page G4

Table d’haute: Home&Garden
will showcase a unique setting
every Wednesday through Dec.
26. Next up: Tresors de la Mer.

bles at the San Francisco Design
Center Galleria: It’s a fantasy world
of arrangements designed to inspire, amuse, entertain and intrigue — not necessarily to serve.

ored element at all, yet is inspired
by nature, connects to the outdoors
or conserves natural resources.
All this in a table? No kidding.
Let’s make the rounds of green dinner parties and see what’s cooking.
For starters, though, the first of
several practicality alerts for those
not familiar with the annual Dining by Design event, staged this
month with 44 painstakingly set ta-

Not all bark

Here are five things Danny Seo, author of “Simply Green Giving,” is
planning to give this year:
1 Gift cards. There are no wasted gifts and people get exactly what
they need. I’ll tuck the cards in empty Altoid
mint cans and wrap them up
with ribbon.
1 Housewarming/hostess
gift. I fill a vintage bucket
with Champagne and
oranges and give it as a
mimosa kit. Everyone loves
this and it’s great to use
with New Year’s just around
the corner.
1 Soy candles. They are cleanFrom “Simply Green Giving”
burning and something that most
people like. Sometimes I’ll buy a
square bake pan (something deep) and
fill them with vanilla-scented candles.
It’s like a half-dozen soy candle
“cupcakes.” Tie it up with bakery
string for added effect.
1 A cleaning service. There are
lots of organic housekeeping
services coming to the marketplace. Why not sign up for a
one-day cleaning service for a
loved one? They come in and
scrub your home using nontoxic
products.
1 Cash. For kids, I’ll give them a small amount of money. You can
fold a bill into a ring in a few easy steps (it’s in my book). Just insert
the bill ring in an old ring box (as shown above) and wrap it up!
Need more ideas? Check out the hundreds of suggestions in
Treehugger’s 2007 Gift Guide: www.treehugger.com/giftguide.
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Tree shoppers consider environment, economics
1 REAL VS. FAKE
From Page G1
out onto their property and cut
down a small tree once a year to
decorate with strung popcorn,
then chopped it up for firewood
and mulch, then I think we would
all be OK using a real tree. Times
have changed, though.”
They’ve changed so much that
even burning firewood is considered detrimental to the ozone, and
the only official positions in this
seasonal real-vs.-fake debate belong to their respective industries.
The National Christmas Tree
Association’s Web site (www.
christmastree.org) opens with a
chart itemizing why real trees are
more environmentally beneficial
than artificial trees: lead-free,
PVC-free, carbon-neutral, biodegradable, replenishable and natural. Its big points: Non-renewable
petroleum and metals go into the
makings of the main material in
artificial trees, PVC plastic, the
manufacture of which releases
toxic dioxins into air and water.
Carrie Chen, vice president for
marketing at Treetopia, the South
San Francisco company making
trendy faux trees in a rainbow of
colors, can deconstruct the arguments one by one. She says that
there’s hardly more lead than hospitals have in their plastic IV bags,
that Japanese makers of PVC are
strictly controlled, that more petroleum is consumed by transporting 10 years of real trees than making and transporting one faux tree.
She concludes, “I think overall the
artificial way is more green.”
Ask the Bay Area’s Sierra Club
chapter to weigh in, and wilderness committee chair Vicky Hoover poses her own question: “How
about resolving to go out to the
woods on or around Christmas
and take a walk to admire nature’s
trees in their own magnificent setting?”
Hoover might consider having
no tree at all to be the greenest option, but there’s even a caveat to
that, she said. “As time goes on, it
seems to me our society gets more
divorced from nature by its urban
living, and in some ways having
that real tree in the living room
combats the artificiality of modern living and offers the opportunity to reconnect with nature and
appreciate something real.”

A noble fir, Sare’s specialty, which will be washed before it’s sold.

Photos by Eric Luse / The Chronicle

Dan Sare, above, who grows
five varieties of trees at Santa’s
Tree Farm in Half Moon Bay,
says that in Northern
California, trees are an easy
crop, requiring little water and
sometimes no pesticides.
Natalie Sare, at left, sees more
extended families making a day
of selecting their tree.

So there’s the possibility that
the greenest alternative is the one
that nurtures humans’ connection
to and appreciation for nature,
and heightens their desire to do
what’s best for the environment.
That would be the real tree and its
distinctive fresh scent.
Unless, of course, one is allergic
to that scent. Then the artificial
tree is a better choice. Unless, of
course, one is also asthmatic or
chemically sensitive, in which
case the faux tree’s plastic and the
accumulation of dust over the
years could ignite symptoms.
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“Ignite,” you say? Meri-K Appy,
president of the Home Safety
Council, makes it her job to fret
about household dangers, and this
time of year she takes the pulpit to
advise revelers to keep their live
trees fresh and watered — perhaps
a good reason not to buy from the
local big-box store with trees lined
up in bundles on the curb.
“There are an average of 300
tree fires every year, and one in every 22 results in a death,” she said.
“I have not seen a statistic that says
whether those trees are real or artificial. I do know that a lot of the
time, it’s an electrical problem or
malfunction that starts the fire.”
That’s all about the lights. Appy
says there’s a reason the warning
on the box says not to string together more than three strands, so
don’t string together more than
three strands. And, anyway, it’s the
lights that probably contain lead
and definitely consume electricity, so it would be greenest not to
have any.
Chen, speaking for faux trees,
says the next option would be to
use a pre-lit artificial tree, because
then one would not have to handle the possibly leaded light
strands. Someone else in the industry might say there’s not
enough lead there to harm people
anyway; what about all those pesticides that are applied to the real
trees?
Dan Sare, who grows 640 acres
of Christmas trees at Santa’s Tree
Farm in Half Moon Bay, says that
in Northern California, trees are
an easy crop requiring little attention in the 8 to 12 years per tree.
“Some trees require no pesticides,” said Sare, who grows five
varieties and specializes in the Noble fir, frequent winner of the California Christmas Tree Associa-

tion award. “Some might need
spraying, or we let the pests go and
have natural insects kill them — a
lot just depends on the weather
and the rain. Everything is washed
before the trees are sold. They
don’t need much water per year
either, because they have such
deep, deep taproots.”
The crop’s suitability to Northern California might explain why
there are few “certified organic”
growers. Nan and Bill Krelle of
Double K Christmas Tree Farm
use nothing, not even water, on
the 8½ acres of silver tip trees they
grow in the Sierra and bring to the
San Francisco Ferry Building
each weekend to sell for $11 to $15
a foot.
“Bill cuts the trees on Wednesday, brings them home on Friday
and sells them on Saturday and
Sunday,” Nan said. “They’re so
much fresher than the ones you
get at the store that are harvested
in Oregon in October and sit there
in no water with no one taking
care of them.”
Artificial trees, of course, need
no water — except that which is
used in the making of plastic.
They are marketed as the “low
stress” option for busy people,
which especially describes Bay
Area people working many hours
to pay big mortgages or making
long commutes to afford to support a family. Weigh the risks of
stress against the effects of PVC for
a complicated equation.
Surely, there are other factors
besides the green ones. The consumer unconcerned about scents,
pollution or resources might base
the decision on support for the
U.S. economy. That would mean
buying a real tree, since the fake
trees are made mostly in China —
though many manufacturers are
getting their plastic from Japan
because practices there are considered to be more closely monitored for pollution and waste.
The consumer unconcerned
about the nation’s economy might

be more concerned about individual economy. But there’s not even
a simple answer to “which is
cheapest?” The mean price of a
real tree last year was $40.60, according to an industry survey, and
$68 for a fake tree. If the fake tree
lasts 10 years, then it is the better
buy. However, faux trees in Balsam Hill’s new, life-like collections start at $339 and cost as
much as $5,999. So, over 10 years,
the difference can go one way or
the other.
But what about the good feelings and memories that might be
generated by 10 years of trips to
tree farms and lots by families who
don’t spend much time together
but make an annual ritual of picking out their one real Christmas
tree per year? At Santa’s Tree
Farm, where a train runs and, of
course, the staff is costumed and
there are activities for kids, Dan
and Natalie Sare have watched
tree selection evolve into all-day
tailgate parties in the fields.
“We see more and more families coming with in-laws, coming
with grandparents,” Natalie said.
“You just can’t beat the ritual of
getting a real tree by going to
Home Depot and getting one in a
box,” said Nan Krelle.
There are other rituals, of
course. Ritual trend followers
won’t find a tree in purple — the
color of the season at Treetopia —
on a lot. And ritual do-it-yourselfers won’t settle for anything but a
homemade option.
David Bromstad, of HGTV’s
“Color Splash,” made his own

real-faux tree for a forthcoming
episode. “I deconstructed the
cheapest fake tree I could find,” he
said, “then I took a 5-inch-diameter birch pole for the trunk, drove
holes in it and put in lengths of
fake tree, starting at about 5 feet
up so that it wouldn’t take up a lot
of space at ground level. Then I
decorated the crap out of it.”
Bromstad grew up in Minneapolis with a real Christmas tree every year, until his father decided to
go faux. He’s got another idea for
the Earth-friendly tree of the future.
“Let your real tree dry out this
year until the needles fall out,
then spray paint the dead tree, say,
a glossy red, and decorate it next
year,” he suggested.
Reusing a live tree. It doesn’t
get much greener than that. With
neither the real nor artificial trees
meeting the toughest of environmental standards, perhaps the tree
of the future isn’t here yet. In the
meantime, here’s a final thought
from Rebecca Morley, the executive director of the National Center for Healthy Housing:
“I don’t think either an artificial tree or a real one are particularly hazardous to health,” she
said. “One could argue that they
are (both) beneficial to health
since they create a sense of happiness and well-being in a home
during a holiday.
“Unfortunately, I don’t have
data to support these theories.”
E-mail Susan Fornoff at sfornoff
@sfchronicle.com.

Trees in shades of green
The replica fake: Spend a lot on a tree that looks real (check out
Balsam Hill, a Redwood City company with five Bay Area stores,
for its TrueNeedle technology) and make it a family heirloom that
will grace the living room for 25 years. Maybe by then we’ll have
ways of disposing of faux trees in Earth-friendly ways.
The trendy fake: Go ahead and buy Treetopia’s purple tree this
year, then sell it on eBay and replace it with red in three years.
Or, look around in resale stores for kitschy fakes.
Got to be real: Go to a Bay Area tree farm and cut down your
own, making a family ritual out of it. Keep it outside in water until
it’s time to decorate, and two weeks later dispose of it as recommended by your local recycler/composter.
All the way live: Purchase a containerized tree from a nursery
and keep it in your yard or on your deck year- round, so you can
bring it into the living room every December. (Another popular
alternative: Decorate a living tree and then plant it or donate it to
a tree conservancy.)
Make it yourself: Check out David Bromstad’s custom-tree
ideas on the Dec. 10 episode of “Color Splash” on HGTV.
The greenest tree in the humble opinion of the reporter, who
researched and wrote this story as objectively as possible
despite a bias toward real Christmas trees: Go to a Bay Area
tree farm and cut down your own, making a family ritual out of it,
filling the living room with nature’s perfume and keeping the local
tree farms in business. A tree is said to generate oxygen for a
year’s life of 18 humans. Decorate without lights and, especially,
flocking. Water and admire frequently, then dispose of it as recommended by local composters.
— Susan Fornoff

Make mantelpieces festive with lights, candles, greenery and plants
Give the fireplace mantel a festive mood with lighting, whether
electric lights, candles or a mix of

both. For added sparkle, let the
lights reflect off a mirror or glossy
leaves. Here are additional holiday
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mantel makeovers from Home &
Garden Television:
1 Twist the traditional look by
lining a mantel with garland and
then filling it in with various
heights of pillar candles, pinecones and a variety of fresh fruit
like apples, pears, lemons,
oranges, persimmon and grapefruit.
1 Move over, poinsettias! We
love you, but we also appreciate
the stark beauty of amaryllis and
the sweet-smelling surprise of paperwhites. The trick: Getting
these to bloom on your holiday
schedule.

1 For an understated look, fill a
pair of large, clear vases with cranberries and branches, and then
surround them with glass ornaments, crystal candlesticks and a
spill of cranberries along the mantel.
1 Your favorite collection —
whether it’s stars, candlesticks, angels or Santas — can make a great
theme for a mantel. Include elements of varying size and shape,
but don’t go too crazy; you want
your result to be “the more the
merrier,” not “the more the messier.”
Home & Garden Television
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